ACROSS
1 Kid with trendier photographer (14)
10 Monsters' leers go from left to right (5)
11 Lacking top of mixer, cooks some slices in the shape of a triangle (9)
12 Following test, rub empty saw (7)
13 Bound by oral confidence (7)
14 City's furs had earlier success (5)
16 This man is deputy to honest labourer (5-4)
19 For instance, Hackney South and Harrow form a curve (9)
20 King kidnapped in ridiculous plot (5)
22 Spotted knight in control (7)
25 Pile on ham (7)
27 Assessment of sari torn during outrage (9)
28 The Irish police previously replaced hard Peace Agreement (5)
29 It shows contempt to allow the beef to form a crust (3,4,3,4)

DOWN
2 Queequeeg was an American comedian and a remarkable person (9)
3 Course consists of pastry without suet, not filling (5)
4 Dine badly on hospital food back in Scotland (9)
5 Quiet broadcast or the opposite? (5)
6 Explained how Dracula, for example, was captivated by wonderful diamonds (9)
7 Does crop surveys (5)
8 Lived or died struggling to follow religious instruction on Sabbath (7)
9 Twice clean up ball of fluff (6)
15 In exchange for nickel, had a dumpling (9)
17 Irregular, finally swapping sides, shot another irregular (9)
18 Bet on this to win this? (1,4,4)
19 These boots fasten by opening of huge orange buckles (7)
21 Empty gesture found in the heart of spiteful victim (6)
23 Advice for batting position (5)
24 Take biopsy of tricep so missing salts are identified (5)
26 Room for contents of network (5)

Solution to Saturday's prize puzzle on Saturday July 8
Solution to yesterday's prize puzzle on Monday July 10
Winners' names will be printed in Weekend FT